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OVERVIEW 
This document captures my understanding of the hierarchical network design model, along with 
some of its applications in our environment.  Portions of this document are domain-specific. 
 

NOTES 
To my way of thinking, 'transport-only core' falls out of the classic hierarchical network design 
model.  If you disagree, then let's focus our energies right here. 
 
If one violates the law of gravity, then things break ("sufficient wind force against glass rods 
breaks them, gravity pulls the pieces down == mess").  Nature doesn't care about 'models' or 
'design' or any other convoluted primate thinking:  Those glass rods will fall down, if they aren't 
strong enough to resist the forces arrayed against them. 
 
But, at a high level, hierarchical network design isn't supported by any 'law of the universe' ... if 
we violate its principles, perhaps nothing happens.  In fact, for a small network likes ours, I bet 
we can violate quite a number of 'best practices' or 'popular design models' or 'popular 
collections of principles', to a dramatic degree, without breaking anything ... our end-users don’t 
put a lot of pressure on this network. 
 
My point here:  I’m not claiming that the principles I describe below are hard-and-fast, like the 
law of gravity. 
 
Nevertheless, I do claim that our trade popularly understands them to be good ideas; that the 
larger the network, the greater the risk of noticeable disruption when these principles are 
violated, and that for some size of networks (big ones), these principles are worth their weight in 
gold:  networks which violate them quit working 
 

THE MODEL 
Access/Distribution/Core 
 
Access-layer devices feed end-stations.  The access-layer handles Layer 1 and/or 2 connectivity, 
provides end-station-specific services (VLAN assignment, NAC-type functions). 
 
The distribution layer holds most of the complexity:  filtering for security, bandwidth throttling 
or shaping, inter-VLAN routing, ships-in-the-night routing, shielding the core from chatty/CPU-
intensive edge-type protocols (RIP, RTMP), and reducing the load on the core by advertising 
aggregated routes. 
 
Core devices focus on throughput and uptime. 
 
The Hierarchical Network Design model delivers wins in terms of scalability and modularity ... 
but the core is the weakest spot in this model:  non-local traffic must traverse it, and the 
enterprise becomes fragmented if it fails  
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PRINCIPLES 
In some ways, these principles are all variations on the themes of compartmentalization and 
simplicity. 
 

Adjacencies 
Limit adjacencies, both end-station to end-station and transport device to transport device. 
 
End-stations emit broadcast traffic ... minimally, ARPs, and more typically, DHCP address 
requests, NetBIOS name look-ups and requests, others.  With enough end-stations in a broadcast 
domain, the CPU invested by end-stations processing all these broadcasts (the vast majority of 
which they don't care about) impacts their performance. 
 
Switches & routers maintain adjacency tables of their own -- spanning-tree tables, UDLD state, 
HSRP state, EIGRP/BGP partner tables.  At some point, the number of adjacencies exceeds the 
management agents' resources (CPU/memory). 
 

 We limit end-station adjacencies by restricting broadcast domains to hundreds of devices 
(~500 IP addresses and ~384 ethernet ports, on our largest subnets) and by routing at the 
boundary of these subnets. 

 
 We limit switch adjacencies to three (vlan 248 in the SCCA being an exception), thus 

keeping our spanning-tree domains small. 
 

 We limit router adjacencies through our core/distribution model (the core routers are 
adjacent to all the distribution routers ... but the distribution routers are each only 
adjacent to two partners ... core-a-rtr and core-b-rtr). 

 
The ability of core-x-rtr to handle adjacencies caps our design ... at some point, we would add 
another building, and core-x-rtr would stumble, dropping state information.  [Truly large 
networks insert a fourth layer, 'inside' core-x-rtr, providing a fourth layer of aggregation.] 
 

Shrink Problem Domain 
When problems arise, techs hunt for the root cause, find it, and fix it. 
 
The smaller the 'area' in which they are hunting, the easier it is to find the root cause and, in 
theory at least, the shorter the time to repair. 
 
In a pure network world, this principle shows up in keeping broadcast domains small through the 
use of IP subnetting. 
 

 We implement this principle through our single switch per floor model (violated, 
regrettably, in Arnold), single subnet per switch model, in housing a single building's 
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worth of switches & subnets within a single pair of redundant routers (regrettably, 
violated in Yale and stretched in The Bag and in the SCCA). 

 
 We implement this in our structured cabling plant which we have not, as far as I can 

recall, violated to date.  (Though, I propose to violate it in option c of my list of charon 
location proposals). 

 

Modularity 
Modularity ==> Scalability ==> Simplicity ==> Ease of trouble-shooting. 
 
By dividing a network into 'modules', the operators can perceive a clear delineation of 
functionality at each layer/at each module, facilitating ease of expansion ("we have x buildings, 
we're adding y more, just keep wielding the cookie cutter in exactly the same way"), facilitating 
trouble-shooting, and facilitating the production of documentation (which supports maintenance 
as well as expansion and trouble-shooting). 
 

 We deliver modularity in our access/distribution/core design, with the exceptions noted 
above under 'Shrink Problem Domain', in our remote office design (Satellite Offices all 
connect to sat-rtr). 

 
 We deliver modularity in how our MMZ connects to our core:  the firewalls function as 

merely another distribution layer ‘building’ beyond which happens to lie a WAN module 
(rather than an access-layer module, as deployed in the physical buildings). 

 
 We deliver modularity in our data center design, concentrating ‘servers’ in ‘data centers’, 

equipped with redundant Ethernet switches. 
 

 We deliver vague modularity in terms of remote access currently, with end-users living, 
logically, in CF-114 (subnets, 12/13/14).  [I say 'vague' because subnet 12 services other 
devices as well, which have nothing to do with remote access.] 

 

Cost Containment 
By implementing modularity, the network owner can purchase features by layer, rather than 
having to purchase all features at all layers. 
 
For example, the access-layer devices can be optimized for cost (lots of ports:  strive for low cost 
per port). 
 
The distribution layer can be optimized for features. 
 
And the core layer can be optimized for performance. 
 

 We optimize for cost at the access-layer by deploying C4K and for features at the 
distribution layer by deploying C6K. 
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 The fact that we use C6K at our core just reflects the smallness of our network ... we 

don't need big boxes at our core, because we don't have the traffic to justify the expense 
... C6K delivers sufficient performance for our needs (though at some point we would 
start to push the chassis' limits, in terms of 10GigE port density). 

 

Future 
In the future world of Tiered Networking, I envision adding a fourth layer, where the Virtual 
Networks (VRFs) connect, a 'fusion' layer, which filters connectivity between V-Nets and which 
provides access to shared modules (shared services, like DNS and DHCP and network 
management, as well as shared 'networks', like the DMZ, and inter-VRF connectivity). 
 

 In our environment, a pair of devices functioning as both firewalls and routers (C6K 
w/Firewall Services Modules?  Some other hi-performing firewall box with multiple 
interfaces?)  In any case, sitting in between core-x-rtr and ice-x-fw. 

 
 The V-Nets would remain ships-in-the-night ... but inside the fusion layer, static routes 

and firewall filters would mediate connectivity between the V-Nets  
 

Synthesis 
So the Hierarchical model is standard stuff ... I didn't invent it.  Nor did I invent the fusion layer; 
this is again well-explored territory, as an extension to the Hierarchical model. 
 
However, I am going to claim the following for my own. 
 
If I want to follow this model (and this is not a given … notice how we already depart from the 
model, in favor of saving $$, as noted above), then I want to segregate functions by layer. 
 

 End-users appear at the access-layer, not at the distribution layer nor at the core layer. 
 Core layer is critical:  keep it simple and optimize for reliability and performance. 
 To ease trouble-shooting, deliver services in modules:  a WAN module, a DMZ module, 

an access layer module, and … a remote access module. 
 
Exactly where to locate the remote access module isn’t obvious to me.  I know I don’t want it at 
the core or distribution layers (if I’m going to follow this model); I know I want it at the access 
layer … but I’m unclear on precisely how to locate it at the access layer. 
 

SOURCES 
Top-Down Network Design by Priscilla Oppenheimer 
Campus Network Design Fundamentals by Diane Teare and Catherine Paquet 
Network Virtualization by Victor Moreno and Kumar Reddy 
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Internetworking Design Basics 
http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/cisintwk/idg4/nd2002.htm 
 
Campus Network Multilayer Architecture and Design Guidelines 
http://www.cisco.com/application/pdf/en/us/guest/netsol/ns656/c649/cdccont_0900aecd804ab67
d.pdf 
 
Deploying a Fully Routed Enterprise Campus Network 
http://www.cisco.com/application/pdf/en/us/guest/netsol/ns656/c649/cdccont_0900aecd804ab68
9.pdf 
 
Designing a Campus Network for High-Availability 
http://www.cisco.com/application/pdf/en/us/guest/netsol/ns432/c649/cdccont_0900aecd801a8a2
d.pdf 
 
High Availability Campus Recovery Analysis 
http://www.cisco.com/application/pdf/en/us/guest/netsol/ns432/c649/cdccont_0900aecd801a89fc
.pdf 
 
High Availability Campus Network Design – Routed Access Layer using EIGRP or OSPF 
http://www.cisco.com/application/pdf/en/us/guest/netsol/ns432/c649/ccmigration_09186a008081
1468.pdf 
 


